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Radiochronometry and signatures

• The model age of nuclear material is a powerful signature for nuclear forensics

• *Comparative signature*: no assumptions are required about sample purification or production history

• *Predictive signature*: model sample history is assumed
  – sample was completely purified from decay products at some time in the past
  – sample has remained a closed system since that time
Uranium fuel cycle

- Uranium processing may purify decay products or add contaminants to bulk uranium.

- How do decay products behave during uranium production processes?
Uranium-series chronometers

- $^{235}\text{U} \rightarrow ^{231}\text{Pa} \rightarrow ^{227}\text{Ac}$

- $^{234}\text{U} \rightarrow ^{230}\text{Th} \rightarrow ^{226}\text{Ra}$

$^{234}\text{U} \frac{t_{1/2}}{} = 245 \text{ Ka}$

$^{235}\text{U} \frac{t_{1/2}}{} = 704 \text{ Ma}$

$^{231}\text{Th} \frac{t_{1/2}}{} = 1.06 \text{ d}$

$^{230}\text{Th} \frac{t_{1/2}}{} = 75.7 \text{ Ka}$
Radioactive decay equations

- Amount of parent present at time = t
  \[ N_1(t) = N_1(0) e^{-\lambda_1 t} \]

- Amount of daughter present at time = t
  \[ N_2(t) = \frac{\lambda_1}{(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1)} N_1(0) (e^{-\lambda_1 t} - e^{-\lambda_2 t}) + N_2(0) e^{-\lambda_2 t} \]

Definitions
- Subscripts: 1 = parent, 2 = daughter
- N = number of atoms
- \(\lambda\) = decay constant
- t = time of interest, positive value measured from t = 0 in the past
Model age for daughter/parent system

• Model assumption: no daughter present at $t=0$

\[ N_2(t) = \frac{\lambda_1}{(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1)} N_1(t)(1 - e^{(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)t}) \]

• Expression for $t$, the age of the material

\[ t = \frac{1}{(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)} \ln \left[ 1 + \frac{N_2(t)}{N_1(t)} \frac{\lambda_1 - \lambda_2}{\lambda_1} \right] \]

Measured daughter/parent ratio
Model age definitions

• Case 1: material completely purified from decay product at time of production, model age = sample age
• Case 2: material incompletely purified at time of production or material contaminated since time of production, model age > sample age
Assumptions for model ages

$$t = \frac{1}{\lambda_{234} - \lambda_{230}} \ln \left[ 1 + \frac{230Th}{234U} \frac{\lambda_{234} - \lambda_{230}}{\lambda_{234}} \right]$$

- The model age is proportional to the measured daughter/parent isotope ratio
- Contamination or incomplete purification results in sample model age that is older than the sample production age
U-series nuclides used for radiochronometry
Mass spectrometry vs. decay counting

1 $\times$ $10^7$ atoms $\approx$ 1 $\times$ $10^5$ disintegrations / week

$\tau_\frac{1}{2} = 1.33$ years

$\tau_\frac{1}{2} = 4.85$ days
Measurements in practice
Decay-counting methods

High-Resolution HPGE Gamma Spectrometry

Decay-counting methods can be non-destructive or destructive

High-Resolution Solid-State and Gas-proportional Alpha Spectrometry
Isotope dilution requires isotope tracers (spikes)

• Purchased from metrology institute (e.g. NIST, IRMM) or calibrated against traceable concentration standard
  - $^{233}\text{U}$, $^{229}\text{Th}$, $^{233}\text{Pa}$

• $^{229}\text{Th}$ calibration example:
  - Calibrated with NIST SRM 4342A $^{230}\text{Th}$ radioactivity standard
  - Requires $^{230}\text{Th}$ half-life to calculate $^{230}\text{Th}$ atoms/g in SRM 4342A

Calibration Uncertainty
• SE (n=6): 0.058%
• NIST 4342A: 0.24%
233Pa spike for 231Pa analyses

- 233Pa ($t_{1/2} = 27$ days) is milked from 237Np and calibrated using geologic standards, assuming secular equilibrium.

Radiochronometry analyses - standards

Radiochronometry standards are required for method validation.
Sample preparation and analysis methods

- Mass spectrometry is a destructive analytical method
  - element of interest is purified from bulk sample
  - eliminate isobaric interferences, matrix effects
- Sample is dissolved
- Purification utilizes ion exchange, selective extraction and other methods
Mass spectrometers

- High-resolution single-collector ICP-MS, e.g., Thermo Scientific Element
- Multi-collector ICP-MS, e.g., Nu Plasma, Thermo Scientific Neptune
- Thermal ionization mass spectrometer (TIMS), e.g., Thermo Scientific Triton, Isotopix Phoenix
Mass spectrometry

- Ion Source
  - Plasma ionization
  - Thermal ionization
- Magnet
- Focusing, energy filters
- Collectors
  - Faraday cups
  - Ion counters
Example: $^{230}\text{Th}-^{234}\text{U}$ model ages of NBL CRMs

- Most CRMs produced in late-1950’s to early-1960’s
- U030A and U005A produced in 1981
- In general, model ages are slightly biased old
  - Duplicate analyses are in agreement
- Interpreted to represent incomplete purification of $^{230}\text{Th}$ during material production
- Bias greater in younger CRMs
  - Are more recently produced CRM’s less pure?

Concordant and discordant radiochronometers

- **Concordant model ages** from two or more radiochronometers provides a high degree of confidence that the model age represents the actual purification age of the sample.

- **Discordant model ages** provide information on the relative fractionation between daughter isotopes and parent during sample production.
  - The degree of purification, or contamination, of different daughter isotopes may help to identify the process.

- Regardless of concordance or discordance, if the system remains closed, the model ages are constant, high-value signatures.

Kayzar and Williams (2016) JRNC 307:2061-2068
Example: ITWG-RR3 (2010)

- Exercise scenario - two pieces of metal seized separately at a border crossing
  - are the two samples related, and if so, how?
- Samples are pieces of two HEU ‘storage logs’
  - Logs consist of scrap uranium, unknown age
  - Casting dates known: May 2003, January 2004

[Images and diagrams related to the exercise scenario and samples are shown.]
Example: ITWG-RR3

- $^{230}\text{Th}^{234}\text{U}$ model dates are close to known casting dates
  - Th is effectively purified during U metal casting
- $^{231}\text{Pa}^{235}\text{U}$ model dates are 1974-1976
  - Pa is not purified from U during metal casting
- Two samples are not from the same batch of material
- Metal casting has different effects on Th/U and Pa/U

Th migrates to ‘hot top’
Example: ITWG-RR3

- Grand-daughter chronometry reveals additional information on behavior of Ra and Ac during U metal casting
  - $^{226}\text{Ra} - ^{238}\text{U}$ model ages < 2 years older than known casting date
    - Ra not as efficiently purified from U as Th during metal casting
  - $^{227}\text{Ac} - ^{235}\text{U}_{\text{corr}}$ model ages nearly concordant with casting date: Ac supported by $^{231}\text{Pa}$ since casting
    - Efficient Ac segregation during metal casting

Kayzar and Williams (2016)
*JRNC* 307: 2061-2068
Example: ITWG-CMX4 (2014)

- Scenario
  - Passenger on Dallas-to-Frankfurt flight found to possess uranium powder
  - Search of passenger’s home reveals pellet
  - Similar pellet found previously in Frankfurt warehouse

- Do the materials share an origin?
  - facility
  - process
  - batch
Example: ITWG-CMX4

- $^{230}\text{Th}-^{234}\text{U}$ and $^{231}\text{Pa}-^{235}\text{U}$ samples are concordant for each sample
- ES2 model ages are concordant with enrichment date, not pellet production date
- ES1 and ES3 are similar in both chronometers, likely from same batch; consistent with known production in 2004
Example: historical plutonium from Hanford

- In 2004, jug containing Pu uncovered in waste trench at Hanford
- ‘Low-burn’ Pu could represent early US production
- Material has unknown history - evaluate model age assumptions

Plutonium chronometry: daughter-parent

- $^{238}\text{Pu} \rightarrow ^{234}\text{U}$
- $^{239}\text{Pu} \rightarrow ^{235}\text{U}$
- $^{240}\text{Pu} \rightarrow ^{236}\text{U}$
- $^{241}\text{Pu} \rightarrow ^{241}\text{Am}$
Example: U-Pu radiochronometry

- Three U-Pu daughter-parent pairs
  - $^{234}\text{U}$-$^{238}\text{Pu}$
  - $^{235}\text{U}$-$^{239}\text{Pu}$
  - $^{236}\text{U}$-$^{240}\text{Pu}$
- Model age: $1946 \pm 4.5$ years
- Absence of detectable $^{241}\text{Pu}$ ($^{241}\text{Pu} t_{1/2} = \sim 14$ years) consistent with this model age
- Reactor modeling and historical records suggest that material was produced in X-10 reactor, Oak Ridge
- Material is second-oldest known sample of Pu

Summary

• Model age is a powerful signature for nuclear forensics
  – comparative: establish or eliminate genetic link
  – predictive: assume sample history

• Model age assumptions
  – material is purified from decay products at time of production
  – material is ‘closed system’

• Measuring multiple chronometers for a sample is important for increased confidence in interpretation
  – Concordant ages provide validation for model age assumptions
  – Discordant ages can constrain the processes used in material production or contaminant characteristics
Upcoming Webinars

- Development of Signatures: October 27, 2016
- Statistics in Nuclear Forensics: November 17, 2016
- Source and Route Attribution: December 8, 2016
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